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Male Chauvinist Monkeys Are Here

Four squirrel monkeys from Peru are currently enjoying a new life at Georgia College. And a new view of the entire world.

Before being brought here for research in animal behavior, the monkeys were part of a colony of 28 at the University of Georgia where they were held in cages in a room without windows and where they were being used in research on contraceptive measures.

Here at Georgia College, the monkeys are kept in cages near a wall-size window which is used by the biology teachers to watch the monkeys and keep track of them. Dr. David Shatzer, assistant professor of biology, says that the monkeys are the keepers of the colony. Their first reaction to a human and cage cleaner almost ended in disaster. Open the cage, any one, but not gingerly enough, the biology teachers and all watching their movements escape with surprise and shock. Only a tray of fishing net in the trunk of his car saved the day.

According to Dr. Shatzer, only one female can be handled and this must be done with some care. Recently he found the female a few seconds too long and was bitten on the hand that he had just given her. Dr. Shatzer then got back to the cage and received a formal tract.

Primates are extremely nervous, according to Dr. Shatzer. These primates are extremely nervous and protective, and will constantly station themselves between a female and anyone attempting to open the cage.

At meal time, there’s no doubt who gets to eat first, says Dr. Shatzer. "It’s the male monkey’s time."

The meals generally consist of monkey chow (like dry dog food) several times a day the vitamin and fruit once a day. The monkeys now know who gives them fruit and have a "show call" all their own, according to the GC teacher. Other sounds discernible to those closest to monkeys are a "hoo hoo" and "huf huf" sound when the animals are happy, a chatter when they are mad, and a scream or howl of distress.

The monkeys are used in studies of dominance, sexual behavior, and food preference and possibility in mental health. Primates do not make good pets, says Dr. Shatzer, who feels that the sale of monkeys to an unsuspecting public is "the greatest ripoff of all."

Primates are really messy animals, he says, and "to my knowledge, no one has ever trained or trained a monkey."

"Who’s more primates are difficult to handle, and the larger ones are strong enough to overpower a person."

"An adult human is not normally a match for a large chimpanzee," he says. So the thought that you can purchase your pet monkey.

Liquor Laws At Long Last

GC’s Alcoholic Policy

It’s Your Right To Know

The Georgia College entire picture here were recent guest posters on the Del Ward show on WMAL-TV in Milledgeville. They here will sport the new spring fashions which they modeled on the show. All are majors in fashion marketing. The fashions were left in Elkin Creek, Miss. Martha Chassone of Milledgeville, Cheryl Buhly of Efferton and Phyllis Elsen of Milledgeville.
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The Georgia College Theatre is performing the musical "West Side Story". This is an adaptation of the story of "Romeo and Juliet" which was set in New York City. The cast includes the talented performers from the Georgia College Theatre. It's a must-see production for anyone interested in theatre and music.

Tips from Jackie

Jackie is the owner of Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio. Jackie said, "Make it an Off The Wall-April Fools Day in Two!"

Take advantage of the off-season sales. Gifts, prints, licenses, and licenses are always on sale. You can get great deals on these items.

The lights, high window is back, and now your Best is a whole different level. The best way to experience the high window is to go see the new production of "West Side Story".

From Coeds Led Regimented Life In '39

On May 4, Led Zeppelin played the largest crowd ever to the stadium. It was a huge crowd, and the atmosphere was electric. The band was at the peak of their game, and the crowd was ready to go.

Who's Who Nomination

Farms May Soon Be Obtained

The Information Desk

The Longshaw-Melville Union

Pick Up Yours Now!
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EQUIPMENT CLASS

President: David Ayers
Vice-President: Jessica Lewis
Secretary: President's name
Treasurer: President's name

The students' union, "The Longshaw-Melville Union," is seeking new members to join their ranks. They are looking for individuals who are interested in student life and are passionate about making a difference on campus.

Music Reviews

By Gary Moncra

Men's Tennis Enters Finals

The men's tennis team ended the season with a winning record. They played in the Colonial Athletic Association Tournament and made it to the finals. The team will play against their opponents in the semifinals on Saturday, May 5.

Tennis Tournament Slated

The deadline for entries is May 15. The doubles tournament is still in need of players to enter.

Town And Gown Tennis Match

May 19-20, 1973

Men's Doubles

Address

Phone Number

In which district do you feel you should play?

Would you participate in a family-organized charity event that included all participants in the town on Saturday, May 5th? Yes.
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They Have Wandered

By Susan Powell

London is visited by millions every year just for this reason. Every year there is a reason for the thousands of people who come to see the sights and experience the culture of London. It is a city that has so much to offer and is a popular destination for tourists.

Dr. Hilda Gueters with Cambridge University in the background

Did You Ever...

You ever have a talk in a very exciting place you have never been before. You meet new people and experience new things. You learn about different cultures and the history of the place you are visiting. You also get to see some of the most famous landmarks in the world.

The Strength Of Mountain tops

This is a very interesting place to visit. The mountain tops are very high and you can see for miles around. The views are breathtaking and the air is fresh. It is a great place to take a break and enjoy the scenery.

Dr. Hilda Gueters with the Houses of Parliament in the background

Thoughts

Dr. J. Whitney Bouncing, GC presided, presents the Distinguished Service Award for 1977 to Robert Henry, marine director and consultant of the Atlanta Symphony.

The Women’s Chorale, under the direction of Martin Stiehl, performed the work “Wisdom and Understanding”.

Dr. J. Whitney Bouncing, Shaw, and Dr. William R. Littleton, dean of students.

Wanderings

The music plays in your mind. Thoughts of food every other day. I need my body back in time. Surrounding noise. It is as though you were really here. I can see you, everything seems real. Once, my darling, sometimes I feel real.

Dr. Hilda Gueters in front of Exeter University...
All too often, stage plays with great stories, music, and superior production turn into disasters when transferred to the screen. This has been the case with a number of major stage plays transferred recently. The most outstanding example of this is the recent GREAT WALLACE. On the other hand, there are plays which are transferred to the screen quite successfully. SLEUTH is an excellent example of the latter case. SLEUTH, based on the Thomas Mann award-winning play, stars the incomparable acting duo of Laurence Olivier and Michael Caine, and is directed by the accomplished Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Anthony Shaffer's thriller-comedy-screenplay is smart and engaging.

"SLEUTH" is a classic mystery story, and is a treat for anyone who likes mystery, suspense, anyone who likes smart writing and elaborate scenes. The highly-anticipated part of the play is difficult to describe without giving away the plot lines. Anyone who has not seen the play should not read further. In a word of advice for those who haven't seen it yet: Don't let anything spoil the mystery and suspense, make sure you see it from the beginning.

Desideri (Peter O'Toole), a man with a vivid mind and a Nobel Prize-winning brain, decides to use his skills to find a young woman named Rivia (Michael Caine) for an evening of `talking with the dead'. SLEUTH is an exciting example of the latter type of suspense story.
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To whom it may concern:

The world is an apple of many people's eye,
but rotten to the core.
Poetry is the core of the world.
It makes the victors and the worms
and with pretty words
say it beautifully.

MEY
7-16-71

Once upon a time
in a star-struck dust
I stood up and reached
for what I wanted
but returned with a hand full
of empty air
and trivial invisible tears
in my head.
I realize now that the world is mine
I can conquer it
in a day, or a year,
even better a life time.

Volunteers Needed For Baldwin Bike-Hike, May 12th

SPECIAL – BIG TEE 55¢ WITH COUPON:

COUPON

GEORGIA COLLEGE
STUDENTS ONLY:
ONE BIG TEE
ONLY 55¢

Where the good things are! *tastee free*

Come to the first meeting
of "EL CÍRCULO ESPAÑOL"
(the Spanish Club) on TUESDAY,
MAY 15TH, at 8:00 P.M. IN THE
AUDITORIUM OF THE FOREIGN
LANGUAGE BUILDING. Officers
will be elected for school year
'73-'74, and refreshments
will be served.

¡Everyone is invited!